
If you’ve ever been to Manhattan, you know it has a certain verve and panache all its own. The same can be said of 
its namesake – the new Human Touch® Manhattan HT-3020 Massage Recliner. Beautifully blending the aesthetics of 
an upscale recliner with wellness benefits of a massage chair, this new creation redefines luxury and healthy living. 

At first glance the elegant waterfall styling and sumptuous leather-like upholstery material delights the eye. Then 
you take a seat, adjust the flip-over back pad and use the power recline to ease into the perfect position. You could 
be completely content here, but there’s so much more. Turn on the Manhattan and choose from six auto-massage 
programs, incorporating four manual mode massage techniques, to enjoy a remarkably effective massage. Tailor 
your experience with zone settings for targeted relief, width and height adjustments, and a back cushion that flips 
over to further customize your massage. From the city that never sleeps comes the chair that never fails to delight. 
Welcome to the Manhattan. 

humantouch.com

Manhattan

Manhattan
Wall-Hugger Massage Recliner
with Robotic Massage® Technology 

Uptown style, comfort and wellness.



Blending the beauty of the chic loungers you’d find in the lobby of a five-star boutique 
hotel with  the massage benefits of a renowned European day spa, the Manhattan 
sacrifices nothing to provide everything. 

Style, wellness and comfort 
just moved uptown.   
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More Features for More Comfort MASSAGE CONTROLLER – It’s all at your fingertips
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100-3020-001 (Espresso)

Part number:

3-Year Limited Warranty

6 INVIGORATING MASSAGE 
PROGRAMS 
Refresh the entire back, relieve the neck and 
shoulders, or release the lower back with six 
auto-massage programs that incorporate four 
massage techniques used by professional 
massage therapists—rolling, kneading, 
percussion and kneading + percussion.

FULL RECLINE
Recline up to 140 degrees with the simple 
push of a button. The further you recline, 
the greater the massage intensity.

Power Recline 
Backrest

Fully Upholstered 
in Leather-Like PU

Adjustable Height 
and Width 

Back Cushion Can Be 
Flipped Over

Power Footrest 
Deployment

Waterfall Design

Soft Comfortable Seat

WALL-HUGGING GEOMETRY
The Manhattan’s unique geometry allows 
for this chair to be placed just 5 inches 
from the wall when upright, conserving 
space when fully reclined.

5” CUSTOMIZABLE MASSAGE 
Increase intensity by flipping the back 
cushion to customize your massage and 
further tailor the Manhattan to your unique 
preferences.

Manhattan
Wall-Hugger Massage Recliner
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